Money
Brisson, Pat
* Benny's Pennies  -  Brisson

Gill, Shelley
* Big Buck Adventure  -  Pic Gill

Williams, Rozanne Lanczak
* The Coin Counting Book  -  J513.211 Wil

Ziefert, Harriet
* You Can't Buy a Dinosaur with a Dime  -  J513.32 Zie

Patterns and Relationships

Florian, Douglas
* A Pig is Big  -  Pic Florian

Hoban, Tana
* More, Fewer, Less  -  Pic Hoban

Murphy, Stuart
* A Pair of Socks  -  Pic Murphy

Brockett, Jane
* Spotty, Stripy, Swirly: What are Patterns?  -  J152.1423 BRO

Shapes

Emberley, Ed
* The Wing on a Flea: A Book About Shapes  -  Pic Emberley

Falwell, Cathryn
* Shape Capers  -  Pic Falwell

Greene, Rhonda Gowler
* When a Line Bends...a Shape Begins  -  Pic Greene

MacDonald, Suse
* Shape by Shape  -  Pic MacDonald

Tompert, Ann
* Grandfather Tang's Story: A Tale Told with Tangrams  -  Pic Tompert

Time

Appelt, Kathi
* Bats Around the Clock  -  Pic Appelt

Carle, Eric
* The Crouchy Ladybug  -  Pic Carle

Gray, Kes
* Cluck O'Clock  -  Pic Gray

Harper, Dan
* Telling Time with Big Mama Cat  -  Pic Harper
Counting

Anno, Mitsumasa
_Anno's Counting Book_ - Pic Anno

Beil, Karen Magnuson
_Mooove Over! A Book about Counting by Twos_ - Pic Beil

Carle, Eric
_1, 2, 3 to the Zoo_ - Pic Carle

Crews, Donald
_Ten Black Dots_ - Pic Crews

Fox, Mem
_Let's Count Goats!_ - Pic Fox

Lobel, Anita
_10 Hungry Rabbits: Counting & Color Concepts_ - Pic Lobel

Harris, Trudy
_Tally Cat Keeps Track_ - Pic Harris

Hutchins, Pat
_1 Hunter_ - Pic Hutchins

Jonas, Ann
_Splash!_ - Pic Jonas

Martin, Bill
_Chicka Chicka 1 2 3_ - Pic Martin

Pallotta, Jerry
_Ocean Counting: Odd Numbers_ - Pic Pallotta

Fractions

Adler, David
_Fractions, Decimals and Percents_ - J513.26 ADL

McMillan, Bruce
_Eating Fractions_ - Pic McMillan

Napoli, Donna Jo
_The Wishing Club: A Story About Fractions_ - Pic Napoli

Measurement

Leedy, Loreen
_Measuring Penny_ - Pic Leedy

Lionni, Leo
_Inch by Inch_ - Pic Lionni

Pinczes, Elinor
_Inchworm and a Half_ - Pic Pinczes

Most, Bernard
_The Littlest Dinosaurs_ - Pic Most

Multiplication/Division

Dodds, Dayle Ann
_Minnie's Diner: A Multiplying Menu_ - Pic Dodds

Hutchins, Pat
_The Doorbell Rang_ - Pic Hutchins

Pinczes, Elinor
_A Remainder of One_ - Pic Pin